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A number of well-known fiscal instruments – conditional grants, cost-matching
agreements, block grants, and tax point transfers – have been used in various
combinations to support federal-provincial fiscal arrangements in the area of health care
in Canada. However, in recent reports and agreements on health care a new fiscal
instrument has assumed some prominence. The “designated transfer” or “targeted fund”
has been at the centre of federal-provincial accords on health care signed in the past few
years, and it can also be found in some of the major recommendations of the Romanow
Commission on health care. 1 The targeted fund involves a non-matching transfer of
monies from the federal government to the provinces with the stipulation that these
monies are spent on specified areas of health care; it also sets out in most cases a deadline
for taking actions consistent with the purposes of the fund. Accompanying the grant
often is a general accountability requirement that the recipient governments provide
public reports on both the performance of their plans and progress achieved in the
specified areas (and in most instances other independent bodies are asked to do the same
of provincial actions).
The intent of the targeted fund is to offer greater funding for areas deemed
important to the renewal of the Canadian health care system. Medicare is at a crucial
point in its development, so it seems natural that different ways of transferring federal
money to provincial health plans should emerge. There is, however, some uncertainty
about the efficacy of the new fiscal instrument. Given its appearance in major health care
accords, some apparently believe that the fund will shape the behaviour of recipients of
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the grant in the desired direction – the fund will be employed to provide more financial
support for such areas as primary health care, diagnostic services, and home care. But
others are less sure and fear that the fund amounts to an unconditional grant and hence
the provinces will allocate very few additional dollars to the targeted services. Still
others have invoked the grant while appreciating that its use might require some
supplementary arrangements. This uncertainty over the targeted grant combined with the
importance of successfully reforming the Canadian health care system suggests a need to
look more closely at this new element in federal-provincial fiscal relations. In so doing,
this paper uses the theory of intergovernmental grants, a body of thought developed to
give insights into the effects and appropriateness of various fiscal instruments employed
in a federal state.

Background

Federal-provincial fiscal arrangements in Canada have relied upon various types
of fiscal instruments to assist in the financing of health services. Initially, in the late
1950s and the 1960s, conditional, cost-matching cash grants were employed to establish
both hospital and physician programs. The cost-matching quality of the grants was
intended to provide the provinces with an incentive to spend more on hospitals and
doctors. The theory of intergovernmental grants – developed to provide direction on the
proper use of grants – offered support for the use of such an instrument; the theory
claimed that the cost-matching grant has the effect of lowering the price of the designated
program and thus provided an incentive for the recipient government to allocate more to
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this area. 2 A review at these initial arrangements for health care suggests that the
matching effect was less than commonly believed, but the grant nevertheless had the
desired effect. 3 The conditions accompanying the cost-matching grant came to be known
as the five principles of medicare – universality, comprehensiveness, accessibility,
portability and non-profit administration – and they had the aim of shaping the operation
of the provincial health plans in an manner consistent with the wishes of the federal
government. A failure to satisfy these conditions would result in the withdrawal of
federal funding. As with the matching element, the conditions appeared to have the
intended effect, for the provincial health plans broadly reflected these conditions.
In the late 1970s, conditional block grants and tax points replaced the costmatching arrangement. The latter part of the new arrangement was straightforward. The
federal government would make available additional tax room for the provinces –
effectively an unconditional grant that could be spent in any way. But the conditional
block grants were a little more complicated. Under this new agreement, federal cash
transfers directed at health would be determined by a base amount increased by the rate
of growth in the economy. The matching element had disappeared, but the conditions
remained and they offered a means of monitoring the quality of provincial health plans.
Subsequent developments, specifically the emergence of direct patient fees, indicated that
the conditions needed to be expanded to include a more precise stipulation for extrabilling by doctors and hospital user fees. What emerged, in 1984 under the Canada
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Health Act, was a kind of cost-matching arrangement in reverse in which federal funds
would be reduced by one dollar for every dollar of extra-billing and user fees. In the late
1980s and early 1990s, the federal government made some unilateral adjustments to the
block funding arrangement that limited the rate of increase in the cash grants, and
eventually it eliminated the escalator clause altogether (while at the same time reducing
the total amount of funds available for health care, postsecondary education, and social
services). Without the escalator, any upward movement in transfers would have to be
provided for in specific agreements between the two levels of government. 4
All in all, then, up to the end of the 1990s, arrangements had depended on a
variety of fiscal instruments to achieve two related purposes. One was to increase the
revenue of the provinces and the other was to provide an incentive for the provinces to
spend more on the basic components of a health care system (physician and hospital
care). In the terminology of the theory of intergovernmental grants, the fiscal
arrangements had both an income effect and a substitution (or price) effect. The former
effect simply placed additional monies in the hands of the provinces and assumed that
some of this money would be spent on health care. The latter effect, through costmatching arrangements, manipulated relative prices of government programs to provide
the provinces with an incentive to spend on health care. The conditions, in theory, also
swayed the provinces to spend the grants in one way rather than in another.
In September 2000, the two orders of government signed a health accord that saw
the emergence of a new fiscal instrument, namely the targeted fund. 5 The bulk of the
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monies provided for under the accord took the form of conditional block grants, but a
small portion ($2.3 billion of over five years) was targeted at medical equipment, health
information technology, and primary health care. 6 Two years later, the Romanow
Commission made recommendations that relied on targeted funds for the making of
important reforms to medicare. 7 A few months later, in February 2003, the first ministers
followed up on the Romanow report with another agreement that used the targeted fund
to achieve some of their major purposes. The accord allocated $16 billion over five years
to a “Health Reform Transfer” directed at primary health care, home care, and
catastrophic drugs. 8 Targeted funds were also made available for a diagnostic/medical
equipment fund, electronic patient records, and other smaller initiatives (e.g., patient
safety). 9 The most recent federal-provincial agreement for health care, signed in
September 2004, also depends on targeted funds. It provides $4.5 billion over the next
six years for a “Wait Times Reduction Transfer”; additional monies are also provided for
medical equipment, home care, and catastrophic drugs. 10 In all of these developments,
the targeted fund took the form of a non-matching grant that was to be used for a
particular purpose. Also, to ensure accountability in relation to the targeted funds, it was
expected that the provinces (and in most cases independent bodies as well) would publish
reports on the performance of their plans to give some idea of whether the targeted funds
6
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were having the desired effect. Also, some of the agreements (but not the accompanying
laws) laid out a timetable for achieving the aims of the targeted funds.
Traditionally, the federal government had used broad conditions and price
manipulations to secure their preferences, but with the more recent agreements a new
way of achieving these preferences had emerged. Specific areas would be designated for
funding, deadlines would be set, and public reports would confirm whether the monies
had been properly spent. The question was whether the new fiscal instrument would be
effective and what might be done if the instrument proved wanting.

Analysis

The emergence of the targeted fund has elicited various views about its probable
impact. With its reliance on the fund, the federal government appears to believe that the
grant monies can be successfully used to increase provincial and territorial spending on
the targeted areas. But it is not clear how the funds will achieve their aims. The theory of
intergovernmental grants suggests that the targeted fund is little different from an
unconditional grant (assuming with reason that the amount of the targeted fund is less
than the funds already being spent on the targeted area). Figure 1 shows how this may be
the case (see end of paper). The x-axis measures the quantity spent by government on the
targeted area (s) and the y-axis on all other areas (or a tax cut), and the budget constraint
line AB represents the various combinations of x and y that government could purchase
with its total revenues at fixed prices. Point P represents the optimal combination of x
and y (using indifference curve analysis) which produces OE and OF quantities of the
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targeted and non-targeted areas respectively. The effect of the targeted fund (which is
equal in size to AC) is to create a new budget constraint line ACD and new optimal point
at P1. The quantities of the targeted area now increases from OE to OG and the nontargeted areas from OF to OH. As can be seen, the targeted grant has the effect of
increasing the quantity demanded of the targeted area, but not the by the amount of the
targeted grant (AC >EG). What happens is that recipient effectively places all the
targeted money within the targeted area (which ensures compliance with the grantor) but
then removes some of the existing revenue spent on the targeted area and places it with
the non-targeted funds. The actual amounts for each area will be determined by the
income elasticity of the demand for both the targeted and non-targeted areas. The
theoretical expectation – given the various areas of interest for government – is that the
elasticity for the targeted area will be far below necessary to consume all of the targeted
money. The end result is that the targeted fund has the same effect as an unconditional
grant: it places additional funds with the recipient government, which can use this in a
manner consistent with its preferences (as measured through income elasticity).
In plain terms, the targeted fund gives the recipient governments additional funds
that can be employed according to their needs and not those of the donor government.
This grant arrangement requires that the recipient government spend the money on the
targeted area, but the recipient can easily comply with this requirement and still spend
according to its needs as long as the existing expenditures on the targeted area are equal
or greater than the targeted fund itself. In this situation, the recipient effectively places
the new monies into the targeted area but at the same withdraws existing money out of
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the targeted area in order to service other needs. 11 Without specifying additional
requirements associated with the use of the grant (which will be discussed later), the
federal government is quite helpless in its attempt to see the targeted fund to be used as
wished – namely to ensure that the entire targeted fund is spent on the targeted area.
(Moreover, even if the targeted fund were greater in size than existing expenditures on
the targeted, it would require careful monitoring to guarantee compliance with the terms
of the fund – something that is difficult to do, as well be shown.) To be sure, the targeted
grants in the health accords have been accompanied by commitments to publish
performance reports on provincial plans, but such reports focus on the overall
performance of provincial plans and do not represent an explicit attempt to track the
targeted money – at least up to the point. Most of the agreements also outline a timetable
for actions connected to the targeted funds (e.g., establishing standards for wait times for
high priority surgical procedures by the end of 2005), but these deadlines are not set in
law 12 and there appears to be no real way of enforcing them through the withholding of
federal funds. Lastly, the legal framework accompanying the most recent health accord
provide for parliamentary review and third-party trust arrangements to increase the
chances of provincial compliance, but the absence, again, of any real enforcement
mechanism and the sheer difficulty of determining whether the new funds truly represent
an additional investment in the targeted areas limit the utility of these particular efforts.
The Romanow Commission recognized the problem with targeted grants. In its
report, the Commission listed areas of health care targeted for additional funding. It was
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quick to note that the grants did not amount to a “blank cheque” and that the provinces
had to “shape their health budgets in the immediate future to reflect the agreed-upon
priorities, matching or exceeding federal support for these priorities.” 13 The reference to
matching suggested one way in which the federal government might achieve its purposes
with the targeted fund. Though the commission urges the provinces to match federal
targeted grants, the more useful employment of matching grants might be for the federal
government itself to match the spending of provinces on the desired area. And here the
theory of intergovernmental grants would be supportive. Figure 2 provides the analysis
for a cost-matching grant. As with Figure 1, there is an initial budget constraint line of
AB and spending of OE on the targeted area and OF on the non-targeted area. The effect
of the matching grant for the targeted area is to half the price for this area (assuming
dollar for dollar matching) and to create a new budget line of AC. The optimal point
shifts from P to P1, but in this case spending on the targeted area is greater than under the
targeted-grant arrangement because of the price reduction. The prediction of the theory
of intergovernmental grants is that this price effect (price elasticity of the demand for
targeted services) will generate a substantial increase in spending on the targeted area (an
income effect also takes place for both targeted and other areas). However, it is unlikely
that either level of government would accept matching grants based on previous
experience. As shown, matching grants were used initially in the development of
medicare, but both orders of government grew to dislike this particular fiscal instrument.
The federal government felt, correctly, that it had little control over spending in this area
– it had to match provincial spending on hospital and physician care. For their part, the
provinces believed that the availability of matching grants distorted their preferences.
13
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The need for federal audits of provincial spending to ensure provinces were spending on
the desired area also left a bad taste in the mouths of provincial governments.
In light of the seeming weakness of targeted funds, it has been suggested that it be
would be better to put in place conditional grants for the major elements of health care
renewal. 14 For example, the targeted grant for home care might be replaced with a
conditional arrangement that includes medicare-like principles. But again it is not clear
how this would make any difference. Supporters of this position assume that such grants
have been successful in the past in forcing provinces to spend federal funds on the
desired areas. But the theory of intergovernmental grants predicts that the effect of
conditional grants will be no different from than that of targeted grants outlined in Figure
1. As with the targeted funds, the recipient government can simply place the conditional
grants into the required area and then draw out monies freed up by the new grant. It
might be argued that the conditions (or criteria) contained in the conditional grant provide
a standard against which the actions of the provincial governments could be judged, but
many students of Canadian fiscal federalism contend that the conditions are too general
to act in this manner. 15 For example, the condition of ‘comprehensiveness’ in the
medicare arrangements provides the federal government with little real influence in
dealing with the provinces. The same applies to portability and even in some situations
to the prohibitions on direct patient charges. But why did the provinces nevertheless
build their health plans to resemble the conditions specified by the government? One
possible answer is that provincial preferences were similar to federal ones. However,
14
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there is no reason to believe that this pertains today in relation to the areas targeted by the
federal government, though there are some signs that the provinces are sympathetic to
some elements found in the targeted funds.
So it seems that we are back at the same point: the targeted funds seemingly fall
short of achieving their aims. What might be done to alleviate this unsettling situation? 16
As mentioned earlier, some additional actions might be taken to give some support to the
targeted fund. One possible action is to engage in careful monitoring of the spending of
recipient governments. The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) is an
independent body responsible for collecting and analyzing information on health care. In
the most recent accord, CIHI is directed to “report on progress on wait times across
jurisdictions,” 17 but perhaps this role could be expanded to include tracking provincial
spending on designated areas. In the past, such a role for the CIHI has been proposed. 18
But the agency might be reluctant to undertake a task that may put it at odds with the
provinces and compromise its reputation as an entity capable of a disinterested
assessment of health information. Perhaps a more acceptable arrangement would be
monitoring by the newly established Heath Council of Canada. Indeed, the mandate of
the council is to monitor implementation of the 2003 accord and to report on the 2004
accord, and with its membership – which includes representatives of most of the
provincial governments – the council might be viewed favourably by the provinces
(though likely not Alberta or Quebec, who refused to join the council). The first report of
the Health Council suggests a little movement in this direction, but a more aggressive
16
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stance would be needed for truly effective monitoring. 19 Another possibility, relying on
the theory of intergovernmental grants, is to set up a targeted grant with an explicit
maintenance requirement. Under this type of arrangement, the donor government states
that existing spending on the targeted area has to be maintained and the targeted funds
must be added to this amount. 20 Figure 3 shows how this kind of arrangement works.
As with the other figures, there is an initial budget constraint line AB and OE spent on
the targeted area. The effect of the maintenance stipulation is to create a new budget line
APP1D, which reflects the stipulation that current spending on the targeted area must be
kept at OE. With the new budget line, the optimal decision of the recipient government is
to place all additional spending on the targeted area (so PP1=EG). At first glance, this
seems to be an obvious solution to the problem under consideration, and there is research
(based on the American experience with fiscal transfers) which suggests that the
maintenance provision can have the desired effect. 21 But evidence also suggests that
maintenance arrangements can be difficult to implement. Recipient governments –
provincial governments in our case – may be unwilling to accept them and gaining access
to the required information may be equally difficult. 22 This latter problem could affect
attempts to use such agencies as CIHI and the Health Council of Canada to track the
spending activities of provincial governments.
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Testing of the theory of intergovernmental grants leads to another possibility for
the implementation of workable targeted grants. As noted, the theory predicts that
targeted funds will do no better than basic unconditional grants in ensuring the
expenditure of designated funds on the targeted areas. Without any kind of matching
arrangement, the funds will simply disappear into the consolidated revenue fund with
very little chance that much of the money will be spent on the designated areas.
However, the theory at times has tested poorly on this proposition. Research (again,
largely American) shows that targeted funds tend to get spent on the targeted areas
despite the absence of a matching effect or other adjustments such as maintenance
requirements. There is, it seems, in the world of intergovernmental grants a ‘flypaper
effect’ – a grant “sticks where it hits.” 23 Estimates of increases on spending in the
designated area range from 25 to almost 100 per cent – in the latter case, the entire grant
gets spent on the targeted area. 24 Many reasons have been put forward to explain this
effect. One is confusion on the part of voters who mistakenly believe that the targeted
grant has affected prices at the margin and who exert political pressure to ensure that
governments take advantage of the price discount. Another more political explanation is
that actors in the policy process (e.g., bureaucrats, interest groups, politicians) use the
presence of targeted funds as leverage to support additional funding in those areas. An
arguably richer and more intriguing explanation relates to the alleged fungibility of
money or the notion that ‘money has no labels’ and can be used for any purpose. In his
23
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analysis of targeted funds, Mendelson relies on this quality of money using an example
relating to household behaviour. He asks the reader to assume that an individual spends
$100 weekly on groceries, $10 of which goes to the purchase of milk. He then proposes
that the individual is given an additional $5 to spend on milk and predicts that no
additional milk will be bought. To be sure, the individual may literally use the gift of $5
on milk, but this amount simply substitutes for another $5 that is allocated elsewhere.
For Mendelson, money indeed has no labels – it just goes into a big pot to be spent
according to the preferences of the individual and not those of the donor. But we have all
received gifts with stipulations and sometime we do spend it on the specified area. In the
holiday season, many of us have been beneficiaries of monetary gifts that carry the
condition that they be spent on clothes or some other designated areas. And indeed we
do just that – contrary to Mendelson, individuals are swayed by labels. The argument
here is that the same may happen in government, and indeed the evidence points to this.
As stated earlier, the explanation for this outcome may be just pure power politics, but it
may also be the tendency of individuals, families, and even governments to assign precise
purposes to money to which a label has been attached. It may be irrational, but there is
now a large literature that demonstrates that people commonly betray maxims of rational
thinking because of the way the human mind functions. 25
The implication of the flypaper effect is that targeted funds may work because
they tap into a human vulnerability to labels. The hypothetical rational decision –maker
in government places the targeted funds into the consolidated revenue fund, to be used in
a manner which respects the preferences of the recipient government. But the actual
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decision-maker may act differently and fall prey to labels – even those attached to
money. Interestingly, there is evidence of the flypaper effect in recent actions of
provincial governments and their use of funds made available through the health accords.
The four western provinces have proposed a waiting time strategy, an action consistent
with the September 2004 health accord. 26 In Ontario, the provincial government has
targeted new money for cutting wait times for surgical procedures pinpointed by the most
recent health care agreement. 27 Ontario has also made “announcements of mostly federal
money the province is passing on, such as for diagnostic medical equipment.” 28 The
same province has also aggressively pursued primary health care, and put additional
monies into home care – another priority of the health care accords. 29 Granted, there is
also evidence that conflicts with the flypaper effect, 30 and one could always argue that
even in the above examples some substitution is taking place. Nonetheless, a great deal
of activity appears to be taking place in relation to the targeted activities (though
admittedly more research is needed to confirm this point).
There is a final point to take into consideration, namely the power of public
opinion. What the targeted funds do – one might argue – is to remind voters of their
preferences for health care and to place pressure on government to act accordingly; in
other words, governments spend the targeted funds on the targeted areas because that is
what the electorate wants to happen. A similar explanation could be used to explain the
26
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success of the traditional fiscal arrangements for health care. What have made these
arrangements successful are not the conditional grants themselves and the monetary
penalty for failing to observe them; rather, the key has been public support for activities
inherent in the grants. It is not the conditionality itself that acts here, but instead political
pressure. Alberta, for instance, has flirted a couple of times with the idea of introducing
patient fees of one kind or another, but has backed off because of the political pressure.
Premier Klein can handle quite easily the fiscal penalty associated with violating the
Canada Health Act, but he cannot handle the lost votes. Seen in this light, targeted funds
are not really fiscal instruments; rather, they are political devices used by the federal
government to speak over the heads of provincial governments and directly to provincial
electorates. With their concrete or precise nature, targeted grants can attract a great deal
of publicity – certainly more so than the medicare conditions and their generally vague
quality – and in this sense they may be seen as effective ways for the federal government
to secure its preferences in the area of health care.

Conclusion

On the face of it, the targeted grant in relation to health care (or any issue) is
really no more than an unconditional grant. It transfers additional monies without any
evident means to guide its expenditure. The performance reports included in the health
accords are meant to provide for some accountability in the way the provinces spend the
federal monies, but they are usually not sufficiently precise to carry out such a role.
Matching grants might be substituted for the targeted grant, but there is little support for
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this fiscal instrument. Additional administrative strictures might be implemented to make
the targeted grant more effective – monitoring by the Health Council of Canada or
maintenance-of spending-stipulations – but these too seem unsatisfactory, and the
required actions associated with the funds (e.g. deadlines) are difficult to enforce and can
seemingly be ignored without any fear of loss of funding. But all is not lost. The
flypaper effect suggests that supporters of the targeted grants may be pleasantly
surprised, and even if this effect fails there is always the belief of the Canadian people in
the renewal of medicare. At first glance, it seems that it may be necessary to recommend
some kind of change to the targeted grant arrangements, but a closer examination
suggests that they might work out. The policy advice forthcoming from this paper is that
the federal government should be patient. If the flypaper effect does not get the funds
put into the right place, then the Canadian people may be able to do the job. 31
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